
DEEP TAROT 8 week workshop series 
September 24th - November 12th. 9:30am-11:30am mst/pdt 

On Zoom or in person in Tucson 

September 24th. Workshop #1. 
We will look at the overall structure of Tarot, brief meanings of all 22 Majors, the 4 Elements and the 
Suits, Numerology and the Court Cards and the general ways they all impact and inform each other. 
The next 7 workshops will go into specifics about each Major Arcana, Face (aka Court) and Minor 
Arcana card, with emphasis on the specific details and how they fit into the big picture and design of the 
Tarot. 
     You'll receive several charts of different ways to arrange the Majors and we'll go over those as 
guides to the entire workshop series. You'll also receive  and experience a lot of insight, through 
discussion,  journaling and body movement exercises about the Four Elements of Fire, Water, Air and 
Earth and how they're interwoven through the Tarot and about Numerology. 

About Workshop #2 through #4 They’re devoted to the Major Arcana and  their numerology and 
elements. We look at each card in depth and how they relate to each other and the larger design of 
Tarot. What archetypes support each other and which ones are in conflict. Which ones are initiators, 
sustainers, completers or dissolver/transformers. You'll decipher their symbols and messages. We use 
Journaling and other modalities to connect to and  'embody' the archetype.  

October 1st. Workshop #2 The Majors 0 through 7.  
Roles in the outside world. For example The Empress archetype is the power to attract a good life 
through warmth, nurturing, sensuality and benevolence. She is Major Arcana III and the number 3 
related to fertility and creativity. Her most prevalent elements are Water (heart and relationship) and 
Earth (body, sensuality and practicality). She's related to the planet Venus in most traditions, but in 
other traditions is planet Earth. 

October 8th. Workshop #3 The Majors 8 through 14.  
Inner Life and Self Development. For example 13 Death or Transformation represents the archetypal 
experience of grief, loss and necessity to let go, move on and transform. The elements are Water 
(emotion) and Air (thoughts, decisions). The number 13 is often associated with mysticism, seances, 
witchery and bad luck (though I disagree with this last one. Death is astrologically related to Scorpio. 

October 15th. Workshop #4 The Majors 15 through 21.  
Subconscious and Transpersonal Forces. For example 15 is the Devil or Pan, archetype of the 
power of sex, natural Instincts, extremes of emotion and mood, seeker of intense experience, the 
'goatish' temperament to resist authority or rebel and much more. It's sometimes related to Capricorn's 
stubborn and materialist tendencies. 

October 22nd. Workshop #5 FIRE  Ace to 10 of the Fire Cards plus the 4 Face Cards: how they relate 
to health, initiative, creativty and confidence in work and relationships 

October 29th. Workshop #6 WATER  Ace to 10 of the Water Cards plus the 4 Face Cards: what they 
teach us and refer to regaridng emotional life, relationships, creativity and learning to go with the flow  

November 5th. Workshop #7 AIR  Ace to 10 of the Air Cards plus the 4 Face Cards: The power of 
thoughts, words and ideologies and the helpful and harmful ways they effect our lives 

November 12th.Workshop #8  EARTH  Ace to 10 of the Earth Cards plus the 4 Face Cards: This suit 
addresses health, wealth, productivity, ancestry and stability, it can teach us nature's lessons about 
productivity, labor and harvest. 

November 19th. A FREEBIE Extra Workshop #9  
More ways and insights into how Tarot 'works' in readings, how we can honor it as wise guide in 
personal life, using the cards for psychological growth, how to turn to the cards when you need creative 
inspiration or fresh perspectives.
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